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Abstract

Because peer-to-peer networks are inherently insecure, they provide a special chal-
lenge in terms of network security. In this study, we have considered a recently described
non-DHT-based 2-level structured P2P network. It is an architecture built on interests.
Utilizing RC, a modular arithmetic-based residue class, the overlay topology has been
achieved. This design was chosen because it allows for minimal latency in both intra and
inter-group communications. In the present study, we provide efficient schemes for public-
key cryptographic security of existing communication protocols. We have also extended
these approaches to include anonymity.

1 Introduction

Due to their capacity to offer computational and data resource sharing in a scalable, self-
organizing, distributed manner, peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks are widely used in dis-
tributed systems. P2P networks are divided into two categories: unstructured networks and
structured networks. Peers in unstructured systems [2] are arranged in any random topology.
For data lookup, flooding is necessary. In unstructured systems, problems brought on by fre-
quent peer joining and leaving the system, or ”churn,” are effectively handled. However, this
compromises the effectiveness of data querying and the crucial flexibility. Lookups are not guar-
anteed in unstructured networks. On the other hand, structured overlay networks offer deter-
ministic limits on data discovery. They create scalable network overlays based on a distributed
data structure that truly allows deterministic data lookup behavior. The usage of distributed
hash tables (DHTs) is a recent trend in the design of structured overlay systems [6, 10, 19].
Overlay designs of this type can provide efficient, flexible, and resilient service [6, 10, 12, 19, 20].
However, maintaining DHTs is a complicated operation that requires significant effort to ad-
dress the churn issue. As a result, the main difficulty for such designs is reducing this amount
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of labor while yet offering an effective data query service. There are numerous notable publi-
cations in this area that have examined creating hybrid systems [5, 15, 17, 21]. These works
make an attempt to incorporate the benefits of both structured and unstructured structures.
These works, however, have their own set of advantages and disadvantages [1].

The study and application of encrypted communication protocols is known as cryptography.
It is concerned with the development and examination of protocols that prohibit harmful third
parties from gaining access to information transferred between two companies, hence complying
to many principles of information security. Secure communication refers to a scenario in which
a message or data transmitted between two parties cannot be accessed by an adversary. An
adversary in cryptography is a malevolent actor who seeks to get usable information or data
by violating information security rules. Cryptographic techniques are used to ensure authenti-
cation and confidentiality stability in peer-to-peer networks. The two most common forms of
cryptographic algorithms are secret key cryptographic algorithms and public key cryptographic
algorithms. Secret key cryptographic algorithms are also known as symmetric key algorithms
since the same key is used for encryption and decryption and is shared by all parties involved.
Public key cryptography algorithms, on the other hand, are also known as asymmetric key al-
gorithms. This version employs a pair of keys, one for encryption and the other for decryption
[13].

In [9] the authors have used a well defined approach of combining the symmetric key and
the public key cryptography methods to ensure security in the architecture. The main issue
with symmetric key encryption is that the key must be delivered to the entity with whom you
are exchanging data. Key transportation is a difficulty in symmetric cryptosystems. The secret
key must be sent to the receiving system before the actual message can be sent. Every kind
of electronic communication is unsafe since no one can guarantee that communication lines
will not be tapped. Another problem is, if someone obtains the shared symmetric key, they
can decode everything encrypted with that key. When symmetric encryption is used for two-
way communications, both sides of the discussion are vulnerable. We thus suggested robust
public-key cryptography approaches for the security of current communication protocols in [9]
with comparably lower costs in order to overcome the aforementioned issues with employing
symmetric key. We have added anonymity to these strategies as well. However, asymmetric
encryption can be more expensive than symmetric encryption but it does allow us to overcome
the downfall’s of using symmetric encryption.

1.1 Our Contribution

In this research, interest-based P2P systems have been taken into consideration [21, 22]. We
have thought about creating secure protocols for both intra and inter lookup algorithm . Public
keys for asymmetric key cryptography have been utilized. Additionally, we have thought about
how to make the capacity-constrained multicast algorithms more secure both inside groups and
for the two-level design. We have also taken anonymity into account. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows. We give the preliminaries and the overview of the RC-based 2-level
non-DHT-based structured P2P network proposed in [9] in section 2. The secured data lookup
algorithms for both the inter and the intra cluster are explained in section 3. In section section
4 we present the multicast algorithms with anonymity and security. In section 5 we discuss
different security attacks and its effect on our proposed network. Finally, we conclude in section
6.
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2 Preliminaries

Here, we have taken into consideration some of the first results of an RC-based low diameter
two level hierarchical structured P2P network [7, 8, 14]. We provide a structured design for an
interest-based peer-to-peer system in this section. We will use the following notations and their
meanings to define the architecture.

Definition 1. We define a resource as a tuple <Resi, V >, where Resi denotes the type
of a resource and V is the value of the resource. Note that a resource can have many values.

Definition 2. Let S be the set of all peers in a peer-to-peer system. Then S = {PRi},
0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, where PRi denotes the subset consisting of all peers with the same resource
type Resi. and the number of distinct resource types present in the system is n. Also, for each
subset PRi, we assume that Hi is the first peer among the peers in PRi to join the system. We
call Hi as the group-head of group Gi formed by the peers in the subset PRi.

We now describe our proposed architecture suitable for interest-based peer-to-peer system.
Generalization of the architecture is considered in [8]. We use the following notations along
with their interpretations while we define the architecture.

2.1 Two Level Hierarchy

It is a two-level overlay architecture and at each level structured networks of peers exist. It is
explained in detail below.

1. At level-1, we have a ring network consisting of the peers Hi (0 ≤ i ≤ n−1). The number
of peers on the ring is n which is also the number of distinct resource types. This ring
network is used for efficient data lookup and so we name it as transit ring network.

2. At level-2, there are n numbers of completely connected networks (groups) of peers. Each
such group, say Gi is formed by the peers of the subset PRi, (0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1), such that
all peers (∈ PRi) are directly connected (logically) to each other, resulting in the network
diameter of 1. Each Gi is connected to the transit ring network via its group-head Hi.

3. Each peer in the network maintains a Information Resource Table (IRT) that consists of
n number of tuples.

• The group heads will have a tuple of the form <Resource Type, Resource Code,
Group Head Logical Address, Group Head public Key>for other group heads and
<Resource Type, Resource Code, Peer Logical Address, Peer public Key>for the
other peers present in the network. The Group Head Logical Address are assigned
according to the proposed logical address assignment algorithm proposed in section
2.3 and the public key of the group heads or the peers are exchanged when they are
joining the network and the IRT is updated and broadcasted in the network. Also,
Resource Code is the same as the group head logical address.

• The peers Pi, who are not group heads but belongs to a group Gi ( Pi ∈ Gi) will have
the tuple of the form <Resource Type, Resource Code, Group Head Logical Address,
Group Head public Key>for group head of Gi and <Resource Type, Resource Code,
Peer Logical Address, Peer public Key>for the other peers present in Gi.

4. Any communication between a peer Gx,i ∈ group Gx and Gy,j ∈ group Gy takes place
only through the corresponding group heads Hx and Hy.

The proposed architecture is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: A two-level RC based structured P2P architecture with n distinct resource types

2.2 Assignments of Overlay Addresses

Assume that in an interest-based P2P system there are n distinct resource types. Note that
n can be set to an extremely large value a priori to accommodate a large number of distinct
resource types. Consider the set of all peers in the system given as S = {PRi},(0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).
Also, as mentioned earlier, for each subset PRi (i.e. group Gi) peer Hi is the first peer with
resource type Ri to join the system. The assignment of logical addresses to the peers at the
two levels and the resources happen as explained in [7-8, 12].

Remark 1. IRT remains sorted with respect to the logical addresses of the group-heads.
Definition 3. Two peers Hi and Hj on the ring network are logically linked together if (i

+ 1) mod n = j.
Remark 2. The last group-head Hn − 1 and the first group-head P0 are neighbors based

on Definition 3. It justifies that the transit network is a ring.
Definition 2. Two peers of a group Gr are logically linked together if their assigned logical

addresses are mutually congruent.
Lemma 2. Diameter of the transit ring network is n/2.
Lemma 3. Each group Gr forms a complete graph.

2.3 Salient Features of Overlay Architecture

We summarize the salient features of this architecture.

1. It is a hierarchical overlay network architecture consisting of two levels; at each level the
network is a structured one.

2. Use of modular arithmetic allows a group-head address to be identical to the resource
type owned by the group. We will show in the following section the benefit of this idea
from the viewpoint of achieving reasonably very low search latency.
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Figure 2: Inter and Intra Group Communication using Asymmetric Encryption

3. Number of peers on the ring is equal to the number of distinct resource types, unlike in
existing distributed hash table-based works some of which use a ring network at the heart
of their proposed architecture [12].

4. The transit ring network has the diameter of n/2. Note that in general in any P2P
network, the total number of peers N >>n.

5. Each overlay network at level 2 is completely connected. That is, in graph theoretic
term it is a complete graph consisting of the peers in the group. So, its diameter is just
1. Because of this smallest possible diameter (in terms of number of overlay hops) the
architecture offers minimum search latency inside a group.

3 Data Lookup Algorithms with Public Key Cryptogra-
phy

This part introduces data lookup techniques [7, 14], both intra and inter, with the idea of
security using public key cryptography. Figure 2 explains how cryptographic operations are
used in a two-level RC-based design.

3.1 Intra Group Lookup Algorithm in RC Based Architecture with
Public Key Security

The resource lookup occurs within the group in this scenario, which means that the resource
type is the same for both parties but the value is different. The algorithm for intra group data
lookup is explained as follows.
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Let us assume that in a group Gy, a peer Gy,i with the resource <Resy, Vi >is querying for
a resource <Resy, Vj >. The requesting peer will broadcast the request message in the group
Gi using the IRT table as explained in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Intra Group Lookup Algorithm in RC Based Architecture with Public Key
Security

1: Gy,i broadcast the request message <Resy, Vj >in Gi using the IRT table
2: if ∋ Gy,j ∈ Gy with <Resy, Vj > then
3: Gy,j encrypts<Resy, Vj >with PblGy,i

▷ Gy,j gets the PblGy,i
from IRT

4: Unicast the encrypted message to Gy,i

5: else
6: Search for <Resy, Vj >fails
7:end if

3.2 Inter Group Lookup Algorithm in RC Based Architecture with
Public Key Security

Inter group communication takes place between nodes from two separate interest-based
groups.Any communication between the peers Gx,i ∈ group Gx and Gy,j ∈ group Gy in our
public-key based secure RC-based architecture occurs solely through the appropriate group
heads Hx and Hy.

Let us assume that a peer Gx,i ∈ group Gx with the resource <Resx, Vi >is querying for a
resource <Resy, Vj >.Both the peer Gx,i and the group head Hx are aware about the fact that
Resy /∈ Gx. The algorithm for the secured public-key based data lookup search for the inter
group data lookup in RC Based Architecture is explained in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Inter Group Lookup Algorithm in RC Based Architecture with Public Key
Security

1: Gx,i encrypts the request message <Resy, Vj >with PblHx
using the IRT table

2: Hx decrypts the request message <Resy, Vj >with PvtHx

3: Hx looks at its IRT and find Hy : Resy ∈ Hy

4: Hx encrypts the request message <Resy, Vj >with PblHy using the IRT table
5: Hy decrypts the request message <Resy, Vj >with PvtHy

6: if Hy itself have <Resy, Vj > then
7: Hy encrypts the message with PblHx

and unicast it to Hx

8: Hx decrypts the message with PvtHx and encrypts with PblGx,i and unicast it to Gx,i

9: Gx,i decrypts the message with PvtGx,i

10: else if ∋ Gy,j ∈ Gy with <Resy, Vj > then
11: Gy,j encrypts<Resy, Vj >with PblHy

and unicast to Hy

12: Hy decrypts with PvtHy
and encrypts the message with PblHx

and unicast it to Hx

13: Hx decrypts the message with PvtHx and encrypts with PblGx,i and unicast it to Gx,i

14: Gx,i decrypts the message with PvtGx,i

15: else
16: Search for <Resy, Vj >fails
17: end if
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4 Multicast Algorithms with Anonymity and Security us-
ing Public Key Cryptography

In this part, public-key based security and anonymity principles have been added to the mul-
ticast algorithms of the RC-based architecture that were first introduced in [14]. We discussed
creating a very effective overlay multicast protocol with capacity constraints in [14]. Our struc-
ture consists of two levels. There are just as many unique resource categories as there are nodes
(group-heads) on the level-1 ring, and every group (cluster) at level 2 may contain any number
of nodes. The number of different resources n, as shown in [3], is significantly less than the total
number of nodes N on the ring. It has motivated us to use some of the concepts from [3], partic-
ularly changing the multicast problem into a broadcast one and appropriately enhancing it with
ours to design a highly efficient any source capacity-constrained multicast protocol suitable for
the RC-based architecture with significantly fewer hops and communication complexities than
the work in [3].

4.1 Multicast Algorithm [14] with PublicKey based Security and
Anonymity where capacity of group head ≥ #groupheads

The multicast algorithm where csx ≥ nr considering the concepts of anonymity and security
using public-key is explained in Algorithm 3, where csx denotes the degree/capacity of the
multicast source group-head and nr denotes the number of receiver group-heads.

Let Gx,i represents the source peer of the multicast message(mcast msg) and Hx represent
the source group-head.

Algorithm 3 Multicast Algorithm with Public-Key based Security and Anonymity where
csx ≥ nr

1: Gx,i encrypts mcast msg with the PblHx from IRT and unicast it to Hx

2: Hx decrypts mcast msg with the PvtHx and then replaces the ip address of Gx,i with its
own

3: Hx then gather the ip addresses and the public key of the participating group-heads from
the IRT.

4: Hx then encrypts mcast msg with the respective public keys of the group-heads and unicast
it to them

5: On receiving the encrypted mcast msg, every group-head will decrypt it with their own
private key

6: if receiver group-head ∈ multicast group then
7: It copies the mcast msg and stores it
8: Replaces the ip address of Hx with its own and encrypts it with the public-key of each

receiver in the group and unicast it to them
9: else

10: Replaces the ip address of Hx with its own and encrypts it with the public-key of each
receiver in the group and unicast it to them

11: end if
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4.2 Multicast Algorithm [14] with Public-Key based Security and
Anonymity where capacity of group head < #groupheads

Let Gx,i represents the source peer of the multicast message(mcast msg) and Hx represent the
source group-head. The algorithm is explained in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Multicast Algorithm with Public-Key based Security and Anonymity where
csx < nr

1: Gx,i encrypts mcast msg with the PblHx
from IRT and unicast it to Hx

2: Hx decrypts mcast msg with the PvtHx and then replaces the ip address of Gx,i with its
own

3: Hx then gather the ip addresses and the public key of the participating group-heads from
the IRT.

4: According to its capacity/degree, Hx randomly chooses as many group heads as there are
5: Additionally, Hx will retrieve its successor’s public key and IP address from the IRT table.
6: Hx then encrypts mcast msg with the respective public keys of the group-heads and unicast

it to them
7: Hx also encrypts mcast msg with the public key of its successor and unicast it
8: if mcast msg is received by receiver group-head for first time(no duplicates) then
9: Each receiver group-head decrypts the mcast msg with their private key

10: if receiver group-head ∈ multicast group then
11: It copies the mcast msg and stores it
12: Replaces the ip address of Hx with its own and encrypts it with the public-key of

each receiver in the group and unicast it to them
13: else
14: Replaces the ip address of Hx with its own and encrypts it with the public-key of

each receiver in the group and unicast it to them
15: end if
16: Replaces the ip address of Hx with its own and find the ip address and the public key of

its successor group-head encrypts it with the public-key of Pbls, the successor and forwards
it

17: Until the message reaches all of the group heads on level 1 transit ring, message propa-
gation in the first level ring continues in a similar manner

18: else
19: Head of the receiver group discards the duplicate message
20: end if

5 Performance Evaluation

P2P networks offer the potential to improve network capabilities through the sharing of music,
video, and other services. Nonetheless, P2P networks pose security issues since the nodes are
exposed to a variety of security attacks. One of them is the Man-in-the-middle Attack. It is an
indirect intrusion attempt in which the attacker places his computing device between two nodes.
As a result, the intermediary node can intercept and change communications sent between two
valid users without the knowledge of the sender and recipient. Encryption technologies can be
used for data transmission as a defense measure.

The algorithms we proposed for data-lookup and multicast in sections 3 and 4 are immune
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to such attacks because every message communicated is encrypted with the public key of the
immediate destination peer, and the message can be decrypted by only the destination peer
with its own private key. This prohibits anybody along the path of the message from interfering
with the communication between the source and the destination.

There is no overhead of control messages for maintaining network security since when a peer
joins the network, they update the IRT with their ip address, resource code, and public key
information, which is then broadcast across the network. As a result, following the broadcast,
everyone in the network will have access to the most up-to-date information..

6 Conclusion

In this work, a 2-level non-DHT-based P2P architecture was considered. The choice to utilize
an interest-based architecture was made because

1. We have previously shown [8] that the data lookup strategies outperform many really
well-known DHT-based contributions [16, 18, 23] in terms of search latency.

2. Its benefit over several existing interest-based systems [1, 4, 6, 10, 11, 19]. Public-key
cryptography has been used to successfully integrate security and anonymity into the
intra-group and inter-group communication techniques described in [8] in this work.

To guarantee the security of the architecture, the writers of [9] combined the symmetric key and
public key cryptography approaches using a well-defined methodology. The primary drawback
of symmetric key encryption is that the recipient of the key, with whom you are transmitting
data, must receive it. Both parties to a conversation are exposed when symmetric encryption is
utilized. We thus used asymmetric key cryptography to address the aforementioned problems
and offered strong public-key cryptography methodologies for the security of contemporary
communication protocols in [9] with correspondingly reduced costs.
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